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Introduction
Folk psychology is commonly thought to be our “science” of behavior in terms of
beliefs and desires which take the form of predictions and explanations. It is our
commonsense understanding of others; how ordinary people understand ordinary people.
In philosophy, the term for these predictions and explanations that are given for other’s
behavior is “mindreading.” By knowing about the kinds of beliefs, desires, and biases
that humans have, we can use our understanding to predict what people will do in a
variety of situations.
In this paper, I use this idea to argue that the Self-Serving Attributional Bias
(SSAB), which involves attributing success to internal features about oneself and failure
to external factors, negatively affects the teaching and learning environment. In Part 1, I
argue that since learning often requires the internalization of both success and failure, it is
at odds with our natural tendency to invoke the SSAB and attribute our failure to external
factors. I demonstrate that this problematic reasoning limits the effectiveness of the good
teaching practice known as controlled failure since this requires that students recognize
that the failure was due to something that they can control. I suggest that offering
students a chance to reflect in a structured manner through guided reflections can help
them to both learn despite their bias and come to recognize and avoid falling susceptible
to it in the future.
In Part 2, I argue that the teaching practice known as “Closing the Loop” wherein
teachers recognize issues in student learning and then adjust their approach to increase
student learning is also at odds with the SSAB. This practice requires teachers to
recognize that the learning activity is to blame for both failure and success in student
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learning which the SSAB might prevent teachers from noticing. This becomes
problematic when teachers attribute the failure of a lesson to deficits in the students rather
than recognizing the parts of the lesson that are in their control which they could change
to better teach their students. I then detail what can be done to address this bias. One of
the solutions includes educating teachers about this bias so that they can avoid it.
Unfortunately, we cannot rely on teachers to recognize and monitor this bias on their
own. I suggest that institutional structures and measures that are intended to serve as a
check on biased reasoning would be a superior way to help reduce the negative impacts
of the SSAB.
In Part 3, I explore the possibility of increasing accountability in the form of
standardized testing in order to bypass the SSAB in teachers. This could be thought of as
providing a controlled failure for teachers where if and when their students failed some
portion of the standardized tests, the teachers would be encouraged and obligated to
reflect on why their students did poorly. They would then be more likely to adjust their
teaching practices to avoid the negative penalties associated with poor standardized test
scores whether they believe the failure of learning was their responsibility or not. I
suggest that this is counterproductive due to the implicit biases of test and policy makers.
I also demonstrate that this solution exposes the SSAB in policy makers since they blame
schools and teachers for failure in student learning. This solution also causes an even
worse SSAB in teachers than the one explained in Part 2 which is a further reason to
search for a different structure which could help monitor the SSAB in teachers.
In Part 4, I provide Helen Longino’s (1990) theory of objectivity and use it to
further suggest that standardized testing is not what should be selected. I conclude that
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we need to eliminate the evaluative nature of standardized testing in favor of a localized
model of assessment which would be a beneficial structure to help mitigate the negative
effects of the SSAB on the teaching and learning environment.
Part 1: How the Self-Serving Attributional Bias Affects Student Learning
Think back to a time when you received a lower grade than you were expecting
on some assignment or test. Now reflect on what reasons you gave for that grade. Was it
due to the teacher not preparing you adequately to accomplish the task? Were the
instructions for the assignment faulty or were the test questions poorly written? Was the
teacher too harsh in their grading? I’m sure that many different explanations could be
generated for why your grade was lower than expected. What you might not realize is
that the nature of some of these explanations being external rather than internal
determines how well you can learn from your failed experience.
In this part, I argue that students must overcome the self-serving attributional bias
(SSAB) in order to learn from failure. In section one, I discuss the folk psychological
tendency to invoke the SSAB. The SSAB involves attributing success to internal features
about oneself and failure to external factors. I compare this with being a good learner
which requires that people frequently attribute both success and failure internally. In this
way there is a conflict between our tendency toward the SSAB and being a good learner.
In section two, I discuss the utility of failure as a learning tool. I explain controlled failure
which is a kind of learning activity wherein teachers allow their students the opportunity
to fail in order to awaken them from habitual, problematic practices. I argue that in order
for students to learn from this activity and failure in general, they must overcome their
tendency toward the SSAB. In section three, I describe an activity that could be paired
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with controlled failure teaching called an after-event review (AER). This guides students
toward attributing their failures internally and thus increasing the benefit of the controlled
failure experience. I conclude with a brief discussion of the utility of including guided
reflection opportunities in learning activities in order to help students recognize and
overcome the SSAB.
The Conflict Between SSAB and Good Learning
In this section, the folk psychological tendency towards the self-serving
attributional bias is discussed, as well as how to be a good learner. Being a good learner
is at odds with the SSAB, so in order to be a good learner, one should avoid, or learn to
avoid, this bias.
Folk Psychological Tendency Toward the Self-Serving Attributional Bias
The Self-Serving Attributional Bias (SSAB) describes our folk psychological
tendency to attribute our success to stable features of ourselves that we can control (e.g.
our own efforts, or qualities such as persistence and diligence) and attribute our failures
to features that we cannot control (e.g. bad luck or bias against us) (Spaulding 2018, 49).
By invoking this bias, we feel good about our successes and brush our failures off onto
other factors.1 One example of this is a student attributing their good grades to their hard
work and their bad grades to bad luck or flaws in their teacher. Knowing that humans
have this bias, we can use it to explain and predict what others will do in response to
success and failure. Through this recognition, we also can reflect on our own thinking
and change our approach if necessary. I will use this idea to argue that teachers can

1

Shannon Spaulding suggests that this bias is a sign of healthy psychological functioning (Spaulding 2018,
49). The claims made in this paper are to demonstrate that this bias, although helpful in some cases, can be
harmful in others.
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predict how students will respond to failure and how they, who can recognize that the
students have this bias, can help them recognize and overcome it.
How to Be a Good Learner
In the book How Learning Works (2010) by Susan Ambrose, Michael Bridges,
and Marsha Lovett, motivation to learn is discussed. They suggest that students who have
a high level of efficacy expectations tend to be more motivated to learn the material being
presented. Students who have been successful in the past are more likely to expect
success in the future and vice versa for failure. The reasons why they do this are the most
powerful predictive tools for their efficacy expectations. The book states that “these
reasons, or attributions, involve the causal explanations students use to make sense of the
outcomes they experience” (Ambrose et. al. 2010, 78). When students are successful in
achieving their goal and they attribute their success to some controllable and internal
feature about themselves (e.g. effort or persistence) they are more likely to have a high
expectation for future success. If they attribute their success to external and
uncontrollable features about themselves, they are less likely to expect success in the
future.
When a student experiences failure, their motivation will likely remain high if
they attribute their failure to some internal and controllable feature about themselves (e.g.
low effort or preparation) because they expect that they have the ability to change it in
order to achieve future success. This mindset allows learning to occur because they won’t
just give up in the event of failure, rather they have the potential to change their
performance to better achieve their goal. If they attribute their failure to external or
uncontrollable features then they will not likely be motivated to try new techniques. They
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don’t see the failure as within their control and, thus, don’t expect future success. To be a
good learner, one should associate success and failure to controllable features about
themselves. When this is done, motivation to do better and learn from mistakes will be
higher (Ambrose et. al. 2010, 78).
Conflict Between the Self-Serving Attributional Bias and Good Learning
The SSAB and being a good learner are at odds, at least on the face of it. Being a
good learner, as we have seen, requires us to “own” the failure, otherwise we lose
motivation. Being a regular folk psychologist includes attributing failures outside the self.
In this way, the SSAB, part of our standard folk psychological toolkit, is most assuredly
at odds with being a good learner. Spaulding suggests that because of our folk
psychological tendencies, we naturally link failure to external and uncontrollable factors
while being a good learner suggests that we should link failure to internal and
controllable features about ourselves. This way we can learn from mistakes and achieve
more success in the future. Since there is a conflict between the two, being a good learner
is challenging because one has to overcome certain biases that they have in order to
achieve the most success. Figure 1.1 illustrates this distinction.

Figure 1.1: The distinction between the SSAB and good learning.
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Good Teaching Practices are Limited by Folk Psychological Tendencies
In this section, I articulate the benefits of including failure in learning
experiences. Although failure is a useful teaching tool, what is done with failure is an
important factor in the amount of benefit received from including it. Since students are
susceptible to the SSAB, they are less likely to benefit from the inclusion of failure.
Learning from Failure
In the simplest terms, learning is a change in behavior. There are different ways to
learn, but one way is to experience a sequence of “predict-experience-contrast” which
leads to the revision of theories (Fromberg 2001, 101). When a student enters a learning
experience, they likely have pre-conceived ideas about what the experience entails, so
they have a theory and predictions. The students are able to experience an event and then
after they can contrast that with their predictions. This pushes the student towards
learning because they try to provide an explanation for the outcome of the event and also
predict future events (Ellis et al. 2006, 670). Failure of predictions creates an imbalance
which can stimulate a change in behavior.
An example coming from Dave Concepción (2004) is to imagine a student that is
new to writing a philosophy paper. The student might have preconceived notions about
how to write an argumentative essay that they have picked up throughout their education.
When they write using these preconceived notions in their philosophy essay and then
receive negative feedback, they can contrast what they thought would work with what
their professor actually wants and then they learn how to write a better paper.
Controlled Failure
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Since failure is a powerful learning tool, teachers should utilize it in their creation
of learning experiences. Dave Concepción coined a term called “Controlled Failure”
which is a tool for unlearning. Unlearning must sometimes happen whenever students are
“advanced beginners.” Advanced beginners are different from complete novices and
experts in that they have more knowledge about a particular activity than novices and less
abilities to synthesize and connect information than experts. Advanced beginners often
use knowledge and/or techniques that they have learned throughout their education in
new situations where those skills might help or hinder them (Concepción 2004, 132).
Concepción is especially interested in the idea that prior knowledge hinders learning in
new domains. He says that when a person’s background knowledge conflicts with new
experience, advanced beginners find it more difficult to learn than complete novices.
(Concepción 2004, 132). Unlearning of past knowledge and techniques must happen in
order for a higher level of success in a new domain where the generic skill set will not
suffice.
Concepción says that in order for unlearning to take place, teachers can use
controlled failure experiences. Controlled failure is when students are asked to perform a
task where they will use their prior knowledge and skills to complete it but will
ultimately fail because these will not be sufficient in order for them to perform the task
adequately (Concepción 2004, 133). He says that in order for controlled failure to be
successful, it should happen early in the scaffolded learning cycle and should not have a
significant influence on the student’s grade. If the stakes are high, students will settle for
using their all-purpose skills and get a B or C instead of trying a new approach and
possibly getting an A but also possibly getting an F. Concepción says that the students
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should receive discipline specific feedback immediately following the controlled failure
experience. That way when they fail, they are more likely to try a new approach
(Concepción 2004, 133.).
The Self-Serving Attributional Bias Reduces the Benefit of Failure
Although failure and controlled failure are powerful tools that teachers can use
when they are designing learning experiences for their students, students might have
trouble fully benefitting because of their tendency towards the SSAB. Take the example
of the new philosophy student attempting to write a philosophy paper using her
argumentative essay knowledge. Suppose that the teacher designed this paper assignment
to be a controlled failure experience. As mentioned before, learning from an event starts
with the explanations for the outcome that the student proposes, and folk psychological
tendencies will affect the explanations taken to be best. When the student tries to use her
argumentative essay skills and then fails, she is likely to blame external factors for her
failure such as inadequate preparation from the teacher or that the teacher is mistaken.
With low stakes and adequate feedback, the student might be able to improve, but
because of the SSAB, they likely won’t fully internalize their failure which is important
to be a good learner. This leads to the necessity to design better assignments which ask
students to engage in metacognition about their performance.
What Teachers Can Do to Increase Learning from Failure
It is helpful for teachers to know about different biases that their students have.
When they are aware of these various biases, they can predict and explain their behavior
when they are planning and assessing learning activities. When teachers recognize
features about their student’s folk psychology, they can plan learning experiences where
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they utilize the positive aspects but also avoid the negative. In this section, it will be
discussed how teachers can take their knowledge of folk psychology and plan better
learning experiences and also help students to recognize and correct the bias within
themselves.
Controlled Failure with After-Event Reviews
One way that teachers can combat the SSAB’s effect on controlled failure is to
pair controlled failure activities with after-event reviews (AER). AERs are a type of
guided reflection which directs learners to understand what the specific causes for their
successes and failures were (Ellis et al. 2006, 669). An AER is where after an event, a
person is guided through questions about that particular event. Both successes and
failures are discussed, and the questioner can either support or disqualify the person’s
claims based on evidence taken from the event.
In the article, “Learning From Successful and Failed Experience: The Moderating
Role of Kind of After-Event Review,” Shmuel Ellis, Rachel Mendel, and Michal Nir
discuss how students who make more internal attributions when faced with a failed
experience are more likely to learn. As discussed before, the tendency towards the SSAB
makes it harder for students to own their failures. The authors suggest that AERs are a
useful tool for generating more explanations after an event that are internal rather than
external because of the focused nature of the questions and the usage of evidence from
the event to guide the reflection.
The study done by Ellis, Mendel, and Nir looked at people playing a game and
then being provided with different kinds of AERs or no AER. The people then played the
game again and the ones who had AERs were more successful on their second try than
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those without the AER. The people were then given another AER and those who had the
AER for the first round generated different explanations for their failures and successes.
These explanations included a significant increase in internal explanations (owning
behavior) than the first time. The authors of this study suggest that AERs improved
performance by directing the people to analyze their performance in terms of internal as
opposed to external causes (Ellis et al. 2006, 673-677).
Teachers can utilize this strategy after a controlled failure experience by having a
discussion individually with each student about their performance. When the student is
guided in the right way, they will internalize their failures as features that they are in
control of and then they can change their approach. When the teacher uses the controlled
failure experience where the student writes a philosophy paper to unlearn their
argumentative essay strategy, the teacher could include an AER that would focus on the
positive and negative aspects of the student’s performance. Students could then use
specific examples from their paper and their teachers feedback to examine what they did
well and where they went wrong. This should allow the student to turn more of their
failures internal and better learning should result.
Controlled Failure with Guided Reflection in General
Teachers design many learning activities for their students and as discussed
previously, controlled failure is a powerful learning activity design. Additional learning
activities that teachers might choose to use will also often lead to failure for students.
Students who fail in these instances will often invoke the SSAB which will hinder their
learning.
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As mentioned previously, AERs are a type of guided reflection. The study by
Ellis, Mendel, and Nir focused specifically on the AER, but another possible way to
decrease the SSAB is to design learning activities with guided reflection components,
simpliciter. When a student studies and takes an exam and then does not receive the grade
they were expecting, they will likely blame external causes. If the teacher included a
guided reflection following the exam, the questions might cause the student to recognize
the features about themselves that they could change and then they might try and
implement different strategies for the next exam. Guided reflection must be sufficiently
targeted, so they understand that they are supposed to learn something about themselves
from this failure to bypass the SSAB.
Guided reflection is a great opportunity for teachers to help students not only
learn from their failure, but also to learn about the SSAB and how to avoid it in the
future. The guided reflection could specifically target thinking about how the SSAB
could prevent or decrease learning. If the guided reflection is specifically targeted, the
students should come to realize the SSAB in themselves. By recognizing their tendency,
they can change their patterns of thinking in exchange for a better approach to learning.
Concluding Remarks
This first part detailed the Self-Serving Attributional Bias and how it negatively
impacts a student’s ability to learn from their failures. It offered a way that teachers can
help their students learn despite this bias which was including a controlled failure with a
guided reflection in order to not only help students see their failures as something they
are in control of, but also to help their students recognize their failure as their
responsibility and encourage a change in approach for the next time.
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Students aren’t the only ones susceptible to the problems that this bias brings
along with it. Part 2 will look at a way that the SSAB prevents teachers from improving
their teaching practices in response to failed learning activities, which hinders continual
improvement of pedagogic practices.
Part 2: How the Self-Serving Attributional Bias Affects Teacher Pedagogy
The self-serving attributional bias (SSAB) is our folk-psychological tendency to
attribute our success to internal features about ourselves we can control and our failure to
external factors that are beyond our control (Spaulding 2018, 49). In Part 1, how this bias
affects student learning was addressed. This bias can prevent students from recognizing
that their failure, which is a useful learning tool, is something that they have control of.
This could prevent some students from learning from failed experiences. This bias is not
just problematic in student learning, it is also problematic when teachers bring it to bear
on their teaching. In what follows, the details of the effect of the SSAB on one teaching
practice will be discussed and some things that could be done to help teachers avoid this
bias will be mentioned.
I start with discussing the teaching practice commonly referred to as “closing the
loop.” This is where teachers design a learning activity, implement it, collect data based
on student responses, and evaluate that data to then “close the loop” by adjusting the next
lesson according to the data to improve the next learning activity. This practice requires
teachers to recognize that the learning activity is to blame for both failure and success in
student learning which the SSAB might prevent teachers from noticing. This becomes
problematic when teachers attribute the failure of a lesson to deficits in the students rather
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than recognizing the parts of the lesson that are in their control which they could change
to better teach their students.
Next, I detail what can be done to address this bias. One of the solutions includes
educating teachers by providing professional development so that they can learn about
this bias and avoid it. This is impractical since there are many things to receive
professional development in and there aren’t resources available to utilize for a
professional development in this area. Shannon Spaulding (2018) suggests that education
of people about biases is only part of the solution anyways, so professional development
opportunities wouldn’t be enough even if they were available; there must also be
structures in place. Ideas of structures will close out Part 2 and it will be suggested that
the most pragmatic structure includes the use of standardized testing which provides
teachers with accountability to improve their current practices to better support student
learning.
Teachers Are Susceptible to the Self-Serving Attributional Bias
Teaching should be focused on the idea of continually improving pedagogic
practices. Teachers should (and often do) focus their attention on strengthening learners’
understanding of the concepts being presented (Arcario et. al. 2013, 21). One method that
can be utilized in order to create stronger learning activities which help students achieve
more understanding is a process known as “closing the loop.”
What is Closing the Loop?
Closing the loop is a common concept in teaching and learning. This entails a
teacher decides what they want their students to learn and then they design a learning
activity with this goal in mind. The teacher then implements that learning activity and
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provides an evaluative tool (e.g. a test, creation of a poster, composition of an essay, etc.)
which allows students to show their mastery of the learning target. Teachers then assess
these completed assignments and from them gauge how well the learning activity helped
students to meet the lesson objective. From this evaluation of data they adjust the next
lesson accordingly to better address the learning target. This adjustment might be
specifically for that particular lesson for the next iteration of the class, or different, future
lessons in the same class depending on if it was the kind of activity that was problematic
or just problems with the specific one done.
Figure 2.1 illustrates closing the loop. This process has the goal of creating better
learning activities which helps the teacher’s practices improve over time (Arcario et al.
2013, 21). Closing the loop works across disciplines and at a variety of levels (i.e.
elementary schools, high schools, or colleges). All teachers design learning activities and
provide assessments where they assess whether or not students learned the content that
they were supposed to. The challenge is then applying that data to adjust future lessons in
a productive manner.

Figure 2.1: Closing the loop diagram.
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Examples of Closing the Loop in K-12 Education
There are many examples of closing the loop in K-12 pedagogy, but I will give
two examples, one from science and one from math, to help clarify the process. The first
example is of a hypothetical teacher who has designed a lesson to meet the following
learning objective: “Students will be able to argue that the tilt of the Earth is the cause of
the seasons through creating a diagram and writing an accompanying essay.” The teacher
starts with showing the diagram in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Diagram used to teach the cause of the seasons being due to the tilt of the
Earth.
This is an exaggerated ellipse with the sun at one focus which is in line with what
the teacher knows about planetary motion. The first lesson in this unit detailed Kepler’s
first law of planetary motion in combination with Newton’s third law and this next lesson
details the seasons. This is the diagram that the teacher used in the first lesson and they
decided to utilize it again in the second lesson to teach students about the seasons.
The teacher points out the various features in the diagram such as the yellow
circle representing the sun and the blue circle on the bigger oval representing the Earth.
The teacher then points out that the orange line on each “Earth” representation represents
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the tilt of the Earth and that the seasons are due to the nature of direct and indirect
sunlight hitting the Earth in different spots depending on where it is in the orbit. Students
are then split into teams of two and they are instructed to write a short essay arguing for
the cause of the seasons as well as draw an illustration to support their reasoning. Figure
2.3 is an example of an illustration that some teams might create based on this lesson.

Figure 2.3: Student diagram after lesson (Wilcox & Kruse 2012, 27).
This illustration is accompanied with an essay which describes that the cause of
the seasons is due to how close the Earth is to the sun since it is hotter in the summer and
colder in the winter. The teacher recognizes that the students are activating their prior
knowledge of distance from heat sources in the creation of the essay and diagram. The
teacher also realizes that the diagram that they showed was activating this misconception,
so they decide to adjust their next iteration of this lesson. They do this by avoiding such
an exaggerated diagram of the Earth-Sun relation, rather designing a learning activity
which confronts students misconceptions and supports a shift to correct understanding,
thus closing the loop.
One way that the teacher could choose to do this is found in the article “Springing
into Inquiry: Using Student Ideas to Investigate Seasons” by Jesse Wilcox and Jerrid
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Kruse. Students would first explain their understanding of why the seasons occur. The
teacher would then have them consider how seasons are different around the world.
Students should come to recognize that the seasons in the Southern Hemisphere are the
opposite of the Northern Hemisphere where they reside. Students work out that their
understanding of the distance to the Sun causing the seasons is misunderstood since,
based on their understanding, the seasons should be the same regardless of where on
Earth they are (Wilcox & Kruse 2012, 27).
Students are then ready to adjust their understanding of the cause of the seasons.
They work to form a correct understanding of the tilt of the Earth by using a globe and a
flashlight (representing the sun) pointed at the globe. The student holding the globe then
walks around the person holding the flashlight while they turn, being careful to keep the
Earth’s axis facing the same direction and the flashlight on the Earth (Wilcox & Kruse
2012, 27). This activity shows that the direct sunlight hits the Earth at different points
during the cycle which helps students to comprehend that the tilt of the Earth is the cause
of the seasons. The teacher then has the students complete the same assessment as before
(write an essay and draw a supporting diagram) and Figure 2.4 is what students are more
likely to produce as their diagram which shows a proper understanding of the seasons

Figure 2.4: Student diagram after the adjusted lesson (Wilcox & Kruse 2012, 27).
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This teacher effectively closed the loop since they recognized that the learning
activity was problematic in meeting the learning objective since student prior knowledge
was leading to misconceptions. The teacher then designed a better learning activity which
challenges student misconceptions and produced better understanding of the learning
objective.
Another example in K-12 education is a math lesson that comes from the article
“Using Scaffolding to Scale-up Justifications” by Carolyn James, Ana Casas, and
Douglas Grant. This article detailed the results that the JAGUAR project (Justification
and Argumentations: Growing Understanding of Algebraic Reasoning) obtained. This
project was a collaborative endeavor designed to investigate justification in middle
school classrooms. One of the problems utilized was how scaling the sides of a 2dimensional figure affected the area of that figure. They decided that the learning
objective for this activity would be that “students will be able to discover and justify
‘patterns in the relationship between scaling side lengths and the resulting area’” (James
et al. 2016, 296). Students were given a table which had various 2-D shapes (i.e. circle,
square, rectangle, triangle, and trapezoid) and then they were supposed to scale up the
original shape in one step intervals. They then computed what the area would be for each
of these shapes for each scaling interval and from this data they were to determine a
formula for the relationship between scale factor and area (James et al. 2016, 296).
Students were successful in finding formulas from the patterns they noticed on the table
they produced, but when asked to justify their formulas, they were unable to do so.
The teachers, after reviewing the data, determined that the activity was not
sufficient in getting students to justify their answers which is important to understanding,
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since it focused too much on pattern recognition. They adjusted their learning goal for the
second iteration of the lesson to include the focus on students providing justification of
the relationship between scaling and area. The teachers had the students start with scaling
a single square rather than creating a table. This task had students justify their answers
multiple times by using multiple representations why the pattern held between the
squares and then after they had done this multiple times, they moved on to other shapes
and performed the same process. The student justifications after this adjusted task
demonstrated student understanding of the relationship between the side length and area
of scaled shapes in that students were able to represent their understanding both
pictorially and in sentence form.
In this example, the teachers recognized that the first iteration of the learning
activity was successful for pattern identification, but not mathematical understanding.
They determined that the learning activity was placing too much of an emphasis on
pattern recognition while leaving out practice with justification. They then adjusted their
learning activity to better achieve student understanding, thus closing the loop.
Closing the loop requires that teachers recognize that the learning activity is
problematic when students fail to comprehend the material being presented. This
recognition results in teachers adjusting the learning activity to try and better meet their
students’ needs. This practice aids in continual improvement since the teacher is always
trying to improve their teaching to better help their students learn. Both of these examples
illustrate this process in action in K-12 teaching, but it is a process that is useful and can
be identified in all levels of teaching.
The Self-Serving Attributional Bias Hinders Closing the Loop
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Although closing the loop is a good way for teachers to recognize problems in
their approach and adjust their lessons accordingly, the Self-Serving Attributional Bias
could prevent teachers from recognizing the deficiencies in their lessons. Teachers might
attribute the failure of students to learn from a lesson to external factors such as the
students not paying attention, not putting in effort, or the students not being smart enough
to understand what they were trying to teach them. This external attribution places the
responsibility on the students when the teacher should recognize that they are responsible
for fixing the broken activity. The SSAB sometimes prevents this recognition of
responsibility.
The recognition of responsibility is hard for people because of the emotional
component of the SSAB. Accepting responsibility comes with the psychological cost of
blaming oneself for the failure. The shame that comes with failure causes people to
become defensive, which gives rise to the SSAB. Spaulding suggests that the SSAB is
actually a sign of healthy psychological functioning, so it’s not something that should be
completely eliminated (Spaulding 2018, 49). The problem is that sometimes this selfpreservation strategy gets in the way of good teaching. We don’t want teachers to blame
themselves or consider themselves a failure, we want them to recognize their power to
change the situation to better teach their students.
In the two examples of closing the loop offered in the previous section, the
teachers successfully closed the loop, but it is easy to see how they might not have due to
the SSAB. In the first example which had to do with the reason for the seasons, the
teacher could have failed to close the loop by deciding that the reason that students
produced an improper essay and diagram after the lesson was because the students were
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not paying attention when the diagram was being explained. It is easy to see how this
might be an explanation for lack of learning in K-12 classrooms in general. Students
often act in ways that hinder their learning and so the teacher might be used to this
behavior in their class, thus utilizing this explanation frequently. This external attribution
misses the fact that prior knowledge is what was getting in the way of understanding
which hinders the adjustment of future iterations to address these misconceptions caused
by prior knowledge, thus hindering the learning of students.
For the second example, which was about the relation between scaling and area,
the teachers could have determined that the students weren’t smart enough (or weren’t
ready) to learn the scaling-area relationship and determine that they just won’t teach that
to students. Using this explanation of failure also misses the fact that the learning activity
was problematic. Students were smart enough to learn this content, the activity was just
designed in such a way that didn’t build understanding of the relationship, just that there
was a relation.
When teachers invoke the SSAB and fail to close the loop, they are failing to
recognize that the learning activity is problematic. Notice how in both of these examples,
it is the learning activity that is the problem, but what about if the learning activity really
isn’t problematic and it really is some external factor preventing learning? There are
many things that get in the way of student learning, such as students being hungry or
home life issues. One might suggest that an external attribution here really is justified.
To this point, I would suggest that yes, there are some situations where there
really is nothing that the teacher can do, but the determination of what can be done
happens after a teacher decides to close the loop. The SSAB is getting in the way of
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teachers recognizing that they are responsible for closing the loop. The claim that is
mistaken is “I don’t need to close the loop because ____” and then they insert whatever
their reason is into the blank space. Teachers aren’t falling susceptible to SSAB when
they recognize responsibility, but can’t do anything about it. Teachers are, however,
invoking the SSAB in a problematic way when they don’t even recognize that they need
to close the loop. After they recognize the need to close the loop, then they can evaluate
what can be done. Sometimes this is out of the teacher’s control, but the critical
assessment of the reasons for the failure of the learning activity should still happen and if
it doesn’t then continual improvement might be hindered.
What Can Be Done?
Since the SSAB could be problematic in teachers, something should be done to
reduce the chances that it will be utilized. This section will detail some strategies that
could work to help teachers minimize the utilization of the SSAB when they are supposed
to close the loop.
Teachers Could Educate Themselves to Avoid this Bias
One way for teachers to avoid this bias is for them to educate and monitor
themselves in order to avoid it. Miranda Fricker (2003) and Jose Medina (2013) argue,
independently, that people should train themselves to avoid biased reasoning and
compensate for it in a variety of ways so that it doesn’t affect the situation negatively
(Fricker 2003, 154-173; Medina 2013). This idea suggests that whenever teachers are
evaluating a learning activity and they catch themselves placing the responsibility of the
failure on the students, they should, after learning about the bias, recognize this
problematic reasoning and change their mindset to place the responsibility back on
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themselves to adjust the learning activity. Teachers should train themselves to be vigilant
about their thinking processes and avoid the harmful ones in order to help eliminate the
impact of the SSAB in their teaching.
In order to recognize the bias and train oneself to monitor it, there must first be
education about the bias. If teachers know about the bias and when they are likely to
invoke it, they can come to recognize and avoid it. Teachers could educate themselves on
this bias on their own through research, but one strategy that has proven to be effective in
the field of education is the inclusion of professional development (PD) opportunities for
teachers.
There are a variety of topics that PD covers across a variety of grade levels and
there are many opportunities to receive PD in the area of the teacher or school’s
choosing. Professional development is a required part of the K-12 teacher’s certification.
In order to renew a teaching certificate, teachers must have a certain amount of relevant
PD hours, or higher education in a relevant area, that they have completed within a
specified timeframe. For example, in Michigan every five years a teacher must complete
150 hours of PD or complete six credits from a higher education program in order to be
eligible for re-certification (“Standard Teaching Certificate Renewal” 2020). This is
similar across all states in America and it is intended to help teachers continually improve
their teaching practices.
Since professional development has proven to be effective in improving teaching
practices, having professional development opportunities which help educate teachers
about the problems the self-serving attributional bias brings along with it could help
reduce the utilization by teachers. If they know about it and are paying attention to their
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own thinking, then teachers could recognize when they are placing the responsibility of a
failed learning activity on an external factor to the learning activity’s design and then
avoid doing this.
Problems with Educating Oneself to Avoid the SSAB
Although this solution seems like a step in the right direction, there are at least
four problems: (1) there are many things that teachers could receive PD in, (2) there
aren’t resources available even if they chose this area, (3) self-monitoring won’t work,
and (4) education is only part of the solution; structures are also necessary.
The first problem with this solution is that there are many things that teachers
could receive professional development in, with the SSAB and how to avoid it being near
the bottom of the list. Adrian Currie, in his book Rock, Bone, and Ruin, discusses the
epistemic situation that paleontologists find themselves in and suggests that they should
be contingently optimistic that they will uncover new knowledge about things that lived
long ago (Currie 2018, 17-18). This contingent optimism is based on the available
resources and also interests of scientists. He describes how in the Tyrrell Museum there is
a room dedicated to unprepared storage of fossils. When paleontologists determine what
to base their research programs on, they don’t just pick a fossil, they look at the available
resources related to that fossil and then decide based off of that what to study (Currie
2018, 22).
This process that Currie describes is a similar process that teachers and school
administration go through when determining what to utilize for professional
development. They look at the available teaching and learning problems that they could
try and solve and then they look at the available resources as well as their own personal
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interests. Most teachers and admin would choose many different opportunities for PD
that aren’t related to the SSAB. Things like improving reading scores in students or
developing integrated lessons are a top priority for educators, leaving other problems,
such as the SSAB, untouched.
Currie offers us the second problem with this approach as well. Currie suggests
that paleontologists look at what is available and if there is little to no available resources
for a particular fossil, they will move on to something they are likely to have more
success with (Currie 2018, 17-18). There are not currently opportunities for PD available
for teachers to pursue learning about the SSAB and how it impacts their teaching, so
teachers should move on to a different problem which they would have more success in
learning about. One might think that someone or a group of people ought to take on the
project of creating PD resources for this area, but if we were simply looking at return on
investment, many teachers would not utilize it even if it was created. Because of this, the
person or group looking for an area to design PD in ought to look at more widespread
desired areas. This suggests that expecting professional development to fix the problems
that the SSAB bring to the teaching and learning environment is not practical.
Another problem with education being the solution to the SSAB problem is that it
relies on teachers to monitor themselves after they learn about the bias. Spaulding
suggests that it is not enough to help people avoid biased reasoning. She says that this
strategy requires individuals to police themselves or to recognize and compensate for
their biases (Spaulding 2018, 89). This is problematic due to another bias that humans
have known as naïve realism. Naïve realism is the tendency to think of oneself as
unbiased or simply perceiving the world how it is (Spaulding 2018, 89). People often fail
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to recognize biased reasoning in themselves because of their tendency to think of
themselves as unbiased. Spaulding says that Fricker and Medina’s solution might work in
some cases, but it won’t be enough to recognize a majority of biased reasoning. This is
because it will just be chance whether a person catches that they are using biased
reasoning and corrects it in a particular situation. Patterns of biased reasoning are likely
to go unnoticed which is problematic and suggests that this solution won’t solve the
multitude of problems that we need the solution for the SSAB problem in teaching to
solve.
Spaulding offers a further problem for the self-monitoring solution to bias: when
people reach cognitive load they rarely invoke newly learned strategies. Worse, novel
strategies are not invoked when the situation is so familiar to individuals that they are
running on familiar, implicit scripts. Because of this, Spaulding suggests that although
there are effective ways to educate oneself, this alone won’t be enough to avoid the
problematic reasoning that comes with biases such as the SSAB (Spaulding 2018, 91). It
is very likely that K-12 teachers will be tired, overwhelmed, and stressed so it would
make since that we should be concerned about their ability to monitor themselves to
avoid the SSAB.
Spaulding suggests that the best way to solve the problem of biased reasoning is
to implement structures and institutional measures that are intended to serve as a check
on biased reasoning. These structures take the responsibility of monitoring biased
reasoning off of teachers who are already cognitively overloaded and puts the
responsibility on an external, objective structure. The intention of this is to prevent all of
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the problems that come along with self-policing one’s own biased tendencies (Spaulding
2018, 91-92).
Structures That Could Help
Give Guided Reflections to Teachers
In Part 1, the solution to the student’s SSAB problem was to implement guided
reflections after failed experiences so that students could see that the failure was within
their control and then encourage them to change their approach for the next time. A
guided reflection is a type of structure that was implemented since students wouldn’t be
able to monitor themselves reliably. Guided reflections, as I argued, are useful for helping
students recognize their biased reasoning, so they might be useful for teachers as well.
Principals could have teachers complete a guided reflection after each lesson in
hopes that teachers will recognize the SSAB and avoid it in their closing of the loop. This
guided reflection would need to be specifically targeted to get teachers to reflect on why
the students failed and own responsibility to adjust the lesson in the future. Teachers need
to realize that the learning activity is independent of them so that they don’t get defensive
and fail to recognize the need to close the loop or feel like a failure because of the lesson.
Completing a guided reflection after the lesson could help teachers prevent these issues.
Although this is the kind of thing that could work, it is not practical. Teachers and
schools are already overwhelmed and adding an additional thing into the already
overwhelming environment seems like a bad idea. This could be lessened by making it a
group endeavor. This could be done by including multiple teachers in the school working
out the problems with the lessons together (i.e. completing a guided reflection together).
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Although this would lessen the strain on one person, I still worry that this would be too
much to expect.
Increase Accountability
One pragmatic solution to the SSAB problem in teachers is increasing
accountability in the form of standardizing materials used in schools. Historically, there
have been two options in order to raise the standards in teaching. The first option is to
improve the level of education among teachers and the second is to “establish
bureaucratic control whereby supervisors ensure that performance standards were
achieved” (Evans, Lester, & Broemmel 2010, 183). The second is the one that is most
widely utilized and with this idea came the inclusion of standardized testing to increase
accountability. Spaulding’s concern about relying on education, as the first option
suggests, means that we should favor the second one, since the standardization of
materials is a structure that might be beneficial to fixing problems in teaching.2
Standardized tests are intended to be an objective judge of a school and teacher’s
ability to help students learn. With No Child Left Behind (NCLB) came a desire to
decrease the achievement gap amongst students and it was thought that the best way to do
this was to hold schools accountable for their students’ learning. If schools consistently
failed to raise test scores, they were labeled as a failure and external measures would be
taken such as mandating curriculum or even closing the schools if they were bad enough
for long enough (Ravitch 2014, 11). All of this was for the purpose of making sure all
children got an equitable education.

2

This representation of standardization is intended to be the most charitable version of the intentions of
policy makers. I note that this might not be the most accurate interpretation of policy makers’ intentions
and behaviors, but this is the most charitable way that it might be justified.
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Mandated curriculum came from the desire for schools to improve their test
scores. It is intended to be useful to teach every child, regardless of their race, class, or
gender, what they need to know to reach proficiency on standardized tests (Dutro 2010,
257). Mandated curriculum can be adopted by any school, but the ones that adopt it most
frequently are the schools that are consistently getting low standardized testing scores
from students. This mandated curriculum is advertised as helping schools raise test scores
since it is aligned with the content and standards that the tests cover. This is why it is
appealing for struggling schools; they hope that by mandating what and how teachers
teach, they will raise their school’s test scores and bypass the negative consequences that
come with failing to do so.
One thing that was explored in Part 1 was the utility of controlled failure with
helping students learn about their SSAB and how to avoid it in the future. Standardized
tests could be beneficial as a controlled failure learning experience for teachers to
recognize the SSAB in their closing of the loop and avoid it in the future. A good
controlled failure has teachers think about why they failed so that they won’t do it in the
future. When students fail to perform well on the standardized tests, teachers could be
made to reflect on why this was the case. This could help them recognize their failure to
design better learning activities by closing the loop and would encourage them to avoid
this bias in the future.
A universal mandating of curriculum could go a step further and take all
responsibility off of the teacher to recognize the failures of lessons because all of the
lessons are supposed to be carefully planned to best teach students the material that they
will need to pass the standardized tests. The fewer judgments a teacher makes, the less
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that biased reasoning affects their teaching. All that teachers would have to do is “follow
the script” so to speak and doing this is supposed to help ensure that their students are
learning everything that they need to in order to do well on the standardized tests.
Concluding Remarks
This second part detailed a problematic way that the Self-Serving Attributional
Bias can affect a teacher’s attitude towards improving their teaching practices. Some
potential solutions were offered and the one that seems the most promising is the use of
standardized testing as a controlled failure learning experience which helps teachers
recognize their biased reasoning and not fall susceptible in the future. Although this
might sound promising, I am skeptical that this solution will produce any great changes
in the SSAB in teachers. Using standardization as a controlled failure learning experience
requires two things to be the case. First, it must be the appropriate kind of thing to use for
the specific goal it is intended to correct and second it must not cause more problems. In
the next section, I argue that neither of these things are the case for standardized tests,
therefore they are not going to solve the SSAB problem in teachers as currently designed,
rather they just cause even more biases that negatively impact the teaching and learning
environment.
Part 3: Problems With Using Standardized Tests As Controlled Failure
Controlled failure is a great teaching tool in order to help people learn specific
things from their failure, but in order for this to be valuable, it must be the right kind of
thing to be used as a controlled failure in order to have the desired outcome. If the
controlled failure experience is not appropriately designed to achieve the desired goal, or
worse it is causing even more problems than before, then it does not qualify as the right
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thing to be used. These things ought to be taken into consideration when selecting
controlled failure as the kind of learning activity to have the desired effect. Standardized
testing, then, must be the appropriate kind of thing to be used in order to help improve
student learning through the bettering of teaching practices, and it ought not cause even
more problems. Unfortunately, neither of these criteria are met, therefore it shouldn’t be
the thing selected.
This section will detail various problems with using standardized testing that
make it an inappropriate tool to be selected and causes more problems than before. I start
with discussing two reasons why standardized tests are not the appropriate thing to use to
improve teaching which are that they are embedded with implicit biases and they do not
include a reflective component. I then describe three additional problems that
standardized testing causes namely that (1) they cause teachers to teach to the test, thus
reducing valuable learning experiences, (2) the tests are due to the policy makers’ SSAB,
and (3) they cause an even worse SSAB in teachers than they were experiencing before.
Standardized Tests Are Not the Appropriate Thing to Use to Improve Teaching
This section will detail the first problem with standardized testing being used as a
controlled failure learning experience, namely that there are issues with the design of it
that adversely affect the results. The first design problem that I discuss is that the tests are
embedded with the curriculum and test writers’ implicit biases which are detrimental to
students of a low socioeconomic status. This demonstrates that the curriculum isn’t
effectively teaching all students and tests aren’t providing an accurate measure of
learning since they rely on students having learned things outside of the classroom and
without teacher intervention. Because of this, teachers shouldn’t be held responsible for
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their students failure since it was an external factor causing the failure, namely the poor
design of standardized tests. The second design problem is that in order for standardized
testing to be thought of as a controlled failure, there must be an appropriate reflection for
the teachers afterwards so that they recognize why their students failed and adjust their
teaching practices. This is missing from standardized tests which will be discussed in
more detail below.
Implicit Biases Are Embedded in the Materials That Are Created and Utilized
Implicit biases are the automatic, unconscious associations that humans have
about particular members from certain social groups or just certain social groups in
general (Spaulding 2018, 28). These biases impact a variety of things, but what I’m
concerned with is the idea that the implicit biases that the people who write and mandate
tests and curriculum possess negatively impact some groups while benefitting others.
Implicit biases are a short cut that humans have in their folk psychological toolkit
which help them to quickly categorize and predict the behavior of members from
particular social groups (Spaulding 2018, 26). This is important because accurately
attributing beliefs or desires to every person would take an exorbitant amount of work so
short cuts must be taken sometimes. Spaulding suggests that the goals that a person has
while mind reading impact what tools they use and because of cognitive overload, relying
on quick and efficient methods to determine human behavior happens quite often.
Implicit biases aren’t always a bad thing, but they become a problem when these quick,
efficient methods of mind reading fail in important ways.
Policy makers and the writers of standardized materials have their own set of
implicit biases that shape their understanding of the world. The assumptions and
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generalizations that they make when they are determining what questions to include on
tests or what kinds of materials teachers ought to utilize to improve their teaching, are
loaded with the implicit biases of the writers. What follows is an example of the implicit
biases of test writers shining through in an example test question that they designed as
well as an example of a lesson included in a mandated curriculum which is also filled
with the implicit biases of the writers. Mandated curriculum exists as a response to
standardized testing and is heavily relied on when schools are failing to improve test
scores. Schools in low income areas are most likely to mandate curriculum due to their
possible failure to improve student learning enough to get the “rewards” that come with
this (Dutro 2010, 258). One might think that these materials ought to be designed with
that in mind, but alas mandated curriculum is also implicitly biased against lower class
students thus causing further harm. We might think that perhaps the writers of these
materials ought to recognize and avoid biased reasoning, but as I suggested in Part 2, this
will not work.
Since these both assume class privilege, they aren’t accurate representations of
teachers’ skills or students’ understanding so they should not be utilized in the
comparative and evaluative ways that they are. Standardized testing is not the appropriate
thing to be used as a controlled failure not only because of the implicit biases embedded
in it, but because it encourages the use of a mandated curriculum which harms the
learning environment further.
An Example of Implicit Biases in Standardized Testing
The task of standardized test creators is to design tests that are able to differentiate
students on a national level based on mastery of certain concepts and skills. The
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questions that are included on the tests should be neither too easy nor too hard so that
there is an accurate comparison among students. The test questions that best do this are
the questions that are answered correctly by approximately half of the students who take
it (Popham 1999). Students, teachers, and schools, after taking a test, can see how they
compare to students similar to them on a national level and this is intended to help
identify struggling students and schools in order to help them improve.
This might sound appealing, but the problem comes with how score variance
happens. Consider the question offered in Figure 3.1:
A plant's fruit always contains seeds. Which of the items below is not a fruit?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Orange
Pumpkin
Apple
Celery

Figure 3.1: Example question on a standardized test (Popham 1999).
The correct choice seems obvious; D, celery does not contain seeds so therefore it
is not a fruit. Although it might be obvious at first glance, this question is an example of
the implicit bias of the test writers in the creation of standardized testing. Although the
answer seems obvious at first pass, one must consider the fact that this question is
addressing learning that has happened outside of the classroom. Some students might not
be able to discern the correct answer simply because they might have limited experience
with multiple items listed as possible answers. Students who live in poverty or whose
families have a lower income might not have been able to afford buying celery, or other
items from the list, therefore limiting the chances that students who fall into this category
would be able to answer the question correctly (Popham 1999). This question
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inadvertently favors those students who are middle to upper class simply because their
families can afford to buy the items on the list, therefore enhancing their experiences with
the items.
This is one of many questions like this that are used to determine the intelligence
of students and the effectiveness of teachers. If questions on a test are testing things that
students have to have learned outside of school, then they are very susceptible to score
variance which is why these questions are highly selected. This is harmful to students and
discouraging to teachers. One would think that these test questions ought to be
eliminated, but the problem is that implicit biases are hard to recognize in oneself and
when only a select group of people who are all similar are working on the test questions,
there is more chance of implicitly biased questions being missed. This makes the idea of
using standardized testing as a controlled failure learning experience less appealing
because it isn’t an accurate measure of student learning from a certain teacher since some
questions rely on knowledge that students learn outside of class.
An Example of Implicit Biases in Mandated Curriculum
Mandated curriculum is often adopted by low-performing schools in order to raise
their test scores (Dutro 2010, 258). It is supposed to be directly aligned with the content
standards that the standardized tests cover, which means that as long as teachers
implement the curriculum as suggested, their students should, in theory, pass the
standardized tests. This demonstrates the efficacy of both the teachers and the schools
and bypasses the penalties given should their students continually do poorly on tests. This
requires, of course, the assumption that the curriculum that is being mandated is properly
designed to teach all students. In order to illustrate what mandated curriculum is and also
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my main problem with its design, I am going to detail an example of it being used in a
low-income school that comes from Elizabeth Dutro (2010).
The case that Dutro focuses on in the article “What Hard Times’ Means:
Mandated Curricula, Class-Privileged Assumptions, and the Lives of Poor Children” is a
literacy unit that Sharon, a teacher in a high-poverty school, was required to implement
for her third grade class. This unit of study was titled “Leah’s Pony” and it was a literacy
unit in which the book, activities, and guided questions were all developed by curriculum
designers and implemented by teachers (Dutro 2010, 270). In this particular school the
teachers felt immense pressure to teach the lessons exactly as written in the timeframe
that is allotted, eliminating the teacher’s ability to respond to what is happening in the
class and adjust accordingly (Dutro 2010 265). 3
The unit focused on a story called Leah’s Pony by Elizabeth Friedrich which was
based during the Dust Bowl in the 1930s. Leah was a young girl whose family owned a
farm, but due to the nature of events happening during the time, the farm didn’t produce
many crops and what did grow would die quickly. This caused Leah’s family to have to
do things such as make clothes out of potato sacks and go without meat since it was so
expensive. Leah’s family was also unable to pay their debts, so the family’s farm and all
of their possessions were put into an auction. Right before the auction occurred, Leah
decides to sell her beloved pony and the money that she received from it she takes and
starts bidding at the auction. She bids one dollar for her family’s tractor and then her
neighbors follow suit, creating a penny auction. Her neighbors bid small amounts for the
items and then gave them all back to Leah’s family, thus saving the families’ livelihood.

3

This is not unique to this school. Many teachers who have to implement mandated curricula also feel the
pressure that Sharon did.
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The story ends with a statement that the hard times Leah’s family faced were temporary,
so one should be hopeful even if they are experiencing hard times.
After reading this story, the students were supposed to respond to the following
prompt: “What are some signs of hard times?” The curriculum provided possible,
expected responses to the prompt which included things such as people not having money
to buy things and crops shriveling up and dying. These were the responses that the
curriculum suggested that Sharon should see from her students should they have
comprehended the book at an appropriate level for a third grader. The responses that
Sharon received from students were shocking. Below is the response that one of the
students in Sharon’s class wrote and almost all students produced similar responses:
“Some signs of hard times are that my mom does not have a car and there is not
anuff food at my house. Sometimes my mom never comes straight home from
work when she get off work she just stays downtown and sit with her boss. My
grandma got kicked out of her house. My grandpa died. Those were some very,
very, very hard times for me. I didn’t even get to see my cousin once in my life.
When I got in trouble at my house and at school those are some hard signs. When
people say that they are going to fight after school I don’t beleav that. But when
things were not going well with my sisters Alesha and Keshia they got taken away
from my house and I could not see them again. Well my sister named Keshia, she
can’t see her baby named Gail any more because she was not takeing care of her
baby and she left her baby at my other sisters’ foster house. She ran away from
her baby because she was not ready to take care of a baby right now any way”
(Dutro 2010, 256).
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This response (as well as many others that were written that day) demonstrates
such strong connections between the fictional account from the 1930s and these third
grade students’ current lives. Although this child shows her comprehension of the
question and the text in her response to the prompt, the curriculum would not have
recognized this as an appropriate response. In fact, the curriculum presupposed that the
teacher implementing the lesson would not be able to determine what appropriate
responses would have been, thus deskilling teachers further (Dutro 2010, 278). The
responses that were deemed appropriate do not anticipate the responses that lower class
students are likely to give, thus suggesting that the implicit biases of curriculum writers
cause them to look over the experiences of lower class students in their creation of the
materials. The writers viewed their prompt as eliciting responses that were bound in the
text, not personal experiences, which demonstrates the pre-supposition of class-privileged
learners who have not experienced hardships like those described in the text (Dutro 2010,
278). 4
Although one might think that what the students wrote were great ways to engage
students in critical reflection and discussion about their lives and even to provide
opportunities for the students to challenge and critique the presuppositions of the
curriculum writers, the curriculum did not allow for this. Sharon felt obligated to move
on to the next lesson without any adaptions since the school and district supervised
teachers and required them to avoid deviation from the curriculum given to them (Dutro
2010, 265).

4

In addition to this activity, there were additional activities in this unit which presupposed that hard times
are temporary which further demonstrates that the curriculum was biased towards class privileged students.
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The desire to teach all students using a “one size fits all” curriculum misses the
mark. Not only do different students need different things to be successful, but
curriculum writers can be shown to presuppose class-privileged learners in their creation
of the materials. These implicit biases that they have create a problem for the
effectiveness of these materials. Curriculum writers have the goal of creating curriculum
around a “generic child” in that they intend to develop materials which students no matter
their race, class, or gender will learn what they need in order to do well on standardized
tests. The problem is that the presupposition of class privileged learners lacks the
recognition of the situated knowledge of students, particularly those who are lower class.
This implicit bias of the curriculum writers shines through in the curriculum that they
designed and so the utilization of mandated curriculum is actually causing harm where it
was supposed to help.
This example, as well as the example described previously of implicit bias in
standardized tests, demonstrates that there is a problem with standardized tests being used
in order to help teachers recognize their failure to teach students. If standardized tests
aren’t designed properly and cause the extra harm of the implementation of mandated
curriculum which is also embedded with implicit biases, then the utilization of
standardized tests as controlled failure ought to be avoided.
The Inclusion of Standardized Materials Does Not Expand Learning
An important component of a controlled failure experience is the unlearning that
happens through an appropriately designed activity which includes a reflective
component. This reflective component is intended to help those who experienced the
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controlled failure to recognize the things that they needed to unlearn and improve their
chances of succeeding at similar tasks in the future.
Teachers, if controlled failure is used as an unlearning of their SSAB tendencies
in lesson planning, ought to have a guided reflection which targets their tendency to
attribute the failure of their lessons to external factors. If their students fail to learn a
particular thing that the test is teaching, teachers could reflect on what they could do to
better prepare their students the next time, thus encouraging reflection on failed lessons
that might not have been present before.
The problem is standardized testing does not encourage active reflection or the
adjustment of teaching practices. Teachers aren’t actually made to reflect at all. Their
students might fail to learn something due to an inappropriately designed lesson that they
had blamed the failure of on their students, but the teacher might not recognize this or
care. Additionally, there is nothing to make teachers reflect, so we would be relying on
teachers to self-police themselves to reflect not only on the test results, but also why the
test results were the way that they are. As suggested in Part 2, self-monitoring of the
SSAB wouldn’t work and without a targeted reflection after a failed standardized testing
experience, the teachers aren’t even directed to what they ought to focus their attention
on. All of this suggests that standardized testing does not expand learning like a
controlled failure experience ought to, thus it is not an appropriate thing to be used as a
controlled failure for the SSAB in teachers.
Standardized Testing Causes More Problems
The second set of problems with standardized testing being used as controlled
failure is that it creates more problems than it fixes. We want controlled failure to help
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with unlearning, but it isn’t worth it if it causes even worse problems than were originally
present. In what follows, I offer three new problems that standardized testing creates.
It Limits Creative Learning Experiences
Perhaps the most widely acknowledged criticism of standardized testing is that
the inclusion of it reduces the amount of time that can be spent on diverse, creative
learning experiences. Because of the push for increasing accountability in the form of
standardized testing, teachers must figure out how to get their students to pass these tests,
so they often resort to a practice known as “teaching to the test.” This is where teachers
focus their instruction on what students need to know in order to pass these tests and this
leads to a decrease in the instruction time in physical education, arts, music, etc. since
these aren’t tested for on the standardized tests. Although this is true, many teachers do
find ways to integrate these into their other content areas which aids in their students’
experiences with these while also teaching the academic standards that are aligned with
the standardized tests (Stevens-Smith 2004, 1). This integration method of teaching has
also been shown to increase student motivation and engagement which aids in their
retention of content knowledge (Lindt & Miller 2017, 35).
What follows is an example of an integrated science lesson about the phases of
the Moon which includes science, movement, reading, and art as well as certain
interpersonal skills in order to teach students a variety of skills and knowledge in each of
these domains. This example is based on what a third grade student ought to be learning.
The lesson starts with the teacher reading a book aloud to their class about the phases of
the Moon and they go through the features that the text includes that can help them
understand it such as vocabulary words being in bold print, pictures which match the
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information, and a glossary of important terms. Understanding the features of a text and
how they can aid in understanding is an important literacy standard for 3rd grade. The
students learn about the text features while also meeting the 3rd grade science standard
which requires them to use an object’s motion to predict future motion patterns which is
where learning about the Moon’s phases is helpful since this is an object with a
predictable pattern of movement.
The students then are taught the difference between rotation and revolution
because this helps them to understand how the moon moves around the Earth and how
the revolution causes it to look different at different points in its orbit. The teacher assists
the students in learning the distinction between these concepts by having them stand up
and turn around themselves in order to illustrate rotation and walk around the walls of the
room to illustrate revolution. The teacher can then have them do another activity where
one person holds a flashlight to illustrate the sun and points it at two other students: one
pretending to be the Earth and the other the Moon. The person pretending to be the moon
should hold a beach ball and walk around the person pretending to be the Earth. The
student who is pretending to be the Earth should observe how the light from the flashlight
only illuminates certain parts of the Moon depending on where it is in its orbit. Each
student would take a turn being each role. After all of these activities, the students would
create a multi-media art piece which illustrates what the moon’s phases are and the order
which they appear. This would be used as the final assessment piece for this lesson in
order for students to demonstrate their understanding of the learning objectives.
Integration is an important way to make sure that students are receiving a rich and
varied curriculum not only because of the lack of independent time for these things, but
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also because it increases learning in general. The lesson described above met many
standards in different domains and the active nature of all of the activities would aid
students in retention of what they learned more than the more passive model that is
sometimes still utilized where the teacher talks, and the students listen and fill out a
worksheet or take a test after to demonstrate their learning.
The problem is that in schools which are actively struggling to increase their test
scores, integration isn’t always as prevalent. Nel Noddings (2005) suggests that students
who are less wealthy often find themselves spending a majority of their time working on
worksheets in order to boost their standardized testing scores as opposed to the wealthier
students who enjoy a rich and varied curriculum (Noddings 2005, 7). It is thought that
relying on worksheets improves test scores considerably which is why struggling schools
tend to resort to it (Noddings 2005, 7). One might also think that including integrated
lessons like described above decreases the amount of content that could be covered. This
is a mistake because what the less wealthy students actually need are more opportunities
to engage in the integrated, creative learning experiences which have been proven to help
increase learning and retention (Ravitch 2014, 8).
The inclusion of standardized testing has put all students at a disadvantage since
teaching to the test is widely utilized and time is limited for various other things that
students need to be successful learners. Although many teachers compensate for this by
utilizing an integrated approach, many do not out of fear that their already struggling
students will fall further behind. What this shows is that using standardized tests as a
measure of a schools’ and teachers’ competence has actually increased the achievement
gap since the intervention strategies that struggling schools use are putting their students
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at even more of a disadvantage. Struggling schools aren’t struggling because of poor
instruction, they are struggling because of concentrated poverty and racial segregation
and including standardized testing is further disadvantaging those who already started
their life in a disadvantaged state (Ravitch 2014, 4).
Policy Makers Are Susceptible to the SSAB
Along with the push for accountability in the form of standardized testing came
an increased focus on what teachers and schools needed to do to improve. If schools were
failing to improve their test scores, policy makers placed the blame on teachers and
principals. If schools failed to implement stringent measures in order to improve their
students’ learning, there would be detrimental consequences such as reduced funding or
being shut down (Ravitch 2014, 3).
Placing the blame on teachers and schools for their students’ failure to do well on
the tests that the policy makers mandate demonstrates the SSAB in the policy makers.
Whenever decisions were being made to implement even more standardized testing, it
was because the blame for the failure of schools was placed on teachers and principals
(Ravitch 2014, 3-4). What policy makers didn’t take into account was the harmful nature
of standardized testing. Not only is this form of testing filled with implicit biases that
favor middle to upper class students (Popham 1999, 8-15), it also increases stress in
teachers and schools, making them less effective. In addition to this, it takes away time
from valuable learning experiences and focuses on test prep which is mistaken because
students would learn more if they were given more of these things, not less. The
responsibility for the failure of the students to achieve proficiency on standardized tests
should fall on policy makers, but this is not what happens. If policy makers didn’t
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externalize the failure of students onto teachers, then perhaps they would recognize that
there are problems with the policies that they are invoking. That is, if policy makers were
able to recognize their own implicit SSAB, we may have a better system of
accountability all around. This is not happening, and students, teachers, and schools are
suffering.
Teachers Are Susceptible to the SSAB Once Again
One of the big problems with using standardized tests for accountability purposes
is that even if they did help teachers bypass their SSAB in their creation of lessons, it
causes a much more problematic SSAB in them. Imposing an external standard on
teachers invites their SSAB, since all problems with student learning could be associated
to the tests, and much of this responsibility is correctly externalized. Because of all of the
problems with standardized testing, it is easy to see how teachers might feel as though
these tests are responsible for many problems in teaching. Whenever the tests are
themselves embedded with biased reasoning, curriculum is mandated, and their abilities
are put into question, teachers will certainly resort to placing the responsibility of their
failures onto the external standardized tests, whether justified or not.
Because of this new SSAB in teachers, any chance of them recognizing their
failure to close the loop in their teaching will be overshadowed by their newfound
loathing of the learning “experience” that they are now forced to endure. Although much
of the externalizing done by teachers due to standardized tests is rightfully done, some of
the problems with student learning are the teachers’ responsibility to fix and the SSAB
could prevent them from recognizing those things. If teachers blame the tests for their
students’ failure to perform or learn from their teaching methods, they aren’t internalizing
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the need to improve student learning and are likely to externalize even more than if they
weren’t being held accountable for their students test scores.
Concluding Remarks
Part 3 has demonstrated why standardized testing is not the right thing to be used
as a controlled failure learning experience in order to help teachers bypass their SSAB in
their lesson designing process. In Part 4, I will describe a way that one might be able to
save the idea of using standardized testing as a controlled failure experience. On the face
of it, standardized testing seems to be useful for assessment, but the current use as an
evaluative tool is causing a multitude of problems. Further, I will discuss a fruitful way
that we might be able to minimize the effects of biases in the teaching and learning
environment.
Part 4: How to Reduce Biases in the Teaching and Learning Environment
Helen Longino’s theory of objectivity can help us understand what is wrong at a
deeper level with the current structure of standardized testing and it can also help us to
determine ways that we could adjust it in order to reduce or eliminate the problems
discussed in the previous section. Standardized testing, theoretically, could be useful for
schools and teachers to assess their students and see what areas they need to improve in.
If this were used simply as an assessment tool, I could see how it could help teachers to
recognize their deficiencies, such as certain areas that their students struggled with, which
would provide information on what the teacher ought to focus on improving. The
problem is this is not what occurs. The tests are used for evaluative purposes which is
harmful to the teaching and learning environment. This section will address how
Longino’s theory of objectivity could help us fix the problems with standardized testing.
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Although Longino can improve this practice, this does not make it the right method to
use. I will propose that a local model of assessment is most appropriate on Longino’s
theory because it avoids the dangers that standardized testing brings along with it and
aids in the continual improvement of teachers and schools.
Longino’s Theory of Objectivity
Helen Longino, in her book Science As Social Knowledge, offers an account of
her theory of what makes a science objective. This theory of objectivity is offered
specifically for scientific practices, but it is useful for other kinds of endeavors as well.
She offers four criteria that a science must meet to be considered objective and she says
that methods of inquiry are objective to the degree by which they allow for
transformative critique (Longino 1990, 76). A field of inquiry must not just listen to
criticism, it must also apply this criticism in productive ways to make itself better. Her
four criteria are (1) there must be recognized avenues for criticism, (2) there must be
shared standards among individuals working on a project, (3) there must be community
response to criticism, and (4) there must be equality of intellectual authority (Longino
1990, 76-79).
Longino’s first criteria for objectivity requires that there be some way for
presenting ideas so that they can then be critically evaluated by others. She suggests that
public forums such as journals and conferences are crucial to this practice as this allows
ideas to be shared to a wider audience, thus allowing for more ways in which an idea
could be put up to scrutiny. The more people working on an idea, the more objective it
will be (Longino 1990, 76). The second criteria requires that the members in a
community abide by the same rules and standards. This allows for people with different
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viewpoints the opportunity to say useful things about the proposed ideas since there is a
similar foundation from which they are working from (Longino 1990, 77). The third
criteria is the community who presents the idea should remain attentive to the criticisms
offered by other people and communities and they should work to dislodge their
complaints. This work might produce a change in the theory, or it might produce a better
supported theory. This criteria requires that people are listening to others and working to
make their theories better in response to the critique (Longino 1990, 78). Longino’s
fourth criteria for objectivity is that there should be equal intellectual authority among
qualified practitioners. This means that those who have power shouldn’t automatically
win the fight and it requires that those voices which are often marginalized be heard and
taken seriously (Longino 1990, 78).
These criteria can be met to different degrees by different sciences, and the more
that a community abides by these criteria, the more objective that the ideas from this
community will be. For standardized testing to be viewed as an objective way to judge
teachers and schools and improve education, the community which put this forward
ought to abide by Longino’s criteria as well. If they do not, then we cannot consider it an
objective measure. The standardized testing paradigm, including the design of tests,
interpretation of results, and so on, fails to meet even the most minimal requirements for
being objective set out by Longino, therefore it should not be considered for improving
the teaching and learning environment without major improvements.
The first reason that standardized testing fails to meet Longino’s criteria is that
there are not good avenues for test writers to present about how the tests are designed and
implemented or how decisions about testing are made. Policy makers determine which
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groups are competent test writers and they also create the policies and laws for educators.
People might be able to know about what kinds of things are on the tests, but there are
not public venues for dissemination and critique currently being utilized. Policy makers
make the decisions of what is good for everyone.
The second reason that standardized testing fails to meet Longino’s criteria is it is
unclear whether there are enough shared values between test creators, policy makers, and
educators. Test creators think that the tests are for making money, so they try to make
them seem as though they give a fair amount of score variance, but as mentioned in the
previous section, this leaves room for implicitly biased questions. Policy makers think
that the tests are for quality control of schools, therefore they should be increasing the
number of tests to ensure that schools are competently teaching their students. Educators
value student learning and think that the tests should at least help students learn, and it is
obvious that they do not. All three of these groups of people view testing from a different
lens so it would be challenging for them to talk to each other since their goals are
different.
The third, and perhaps most important reason that standardized testing fails to
meet Longino’s criteria is that educators aren’t included in the decision making about
standardized testing even though they are the ones who the tests and policies impact.
Educators are experts in student learning (i.e. the ones who have the greatest experience
and training in measuring student learning), and they are constantly arguing for less
testing by citing the harmful effects that it has on student learning. Although this is the
case, they are not being listened to, rather the policy makers remain steadfast in their
intense accountability approach. This demonstrates that the policy makers are failing to
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give equal intellectual authority to qualified people and also that they are not responsive
to the critiques that they are getting regarding their tests and polices.
Policy makers are demonstrating that they are not open to transformative critique
which is a devastating blow to their ability to claim that they are objective and that their
tests are objective ways to demonstrate teachers abilities. Further, as Katherine Evans,
Jessica Lester, and Amy Broemmel suggest, “when decisions to include such programs
are made at the national level, there is often a failure to consider the importance of “local,
contextual knowledge and understanding” (Evans, Lester, and Broemmel 2010, 184)
meaning that localized knowledge is important to be included and is not currently being
considered.
How “Longino Style” Objectivity Could Improve Standardized Tests
It seems as though Longino’s structure for objectivity is not currently being
utilized by policy makers, but what if it were to be used? The current problems with
standardized testing can be linked to policy makers using their power to enact laws based
on what they perceive to be problematic in education without taking into account other
viewpoints. This leaves room for biases and teaching to the test which are currently
harming the teaching and learning environment. If we deployed Longino’s theory, we
could actually reduce the problems that are currently associated with standardized testing.
Politicians ought to talk to educational experts and actively listen to what they are
saying about the tests. They should then take this criticism seriously and implement new,
better policies and tests which are in line with what the educators are saying. Further,
tests ought to be written and reviewed by a wide range of people with a variety of
standpoints. This inclusion of a variety of viewpoints would aid in the identification and
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removal of biased test questions which would make the tests a better indicator of what
students are learning in school.
Although by utilizing Longino’s theory we could improve the implementation of
standardized testing, this doesn’t mean that it should be the tool selected in order to
improve education for students and/or reduce problematic SSAB on the part of teachers.
If we started following Longino’s suggestions regarding the kind of community of
practice required for objectivity, the amount of criticism on the practice would likely lead
to a reform which would reduce or eliminate the use of standardized testing, especially
the use of them as an evaluation of teachers and schools. Since these two things are likely
the case, rather than considering further what Longino can do to make standardized
testing more objective, I will move up a level and consider how Longino could make all
of the decisions made about education more objective.
How “Longino Style” Objectivity Could Improve Teaching and Learning
Longino’s theory of objectivity demonstrates problems with the way decisions
about education are currently being made. The biggest problem is that educators are not
being taken seriously in decision making, which is harming them and inadvertently
harming students. The denigration of the profession is causing unnecessary harm and
increases the chances that seasoned educators will leave the profession due to the lack of
respect they are receiving. Newer educators are sometimes deciding that teaching is not
for them. As well, due to the demanding and demoralizing nature of the profession, new
and potential teachers sometimes shy away from completion or using their degree. I
suggest that these things would not be as pervasive if Longino’s theory were utilized
when making decisions about education.
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Currently, policy makers utilize their power to push their agenda and sometimes
educators might be listened to, but it is obvious that this listening isn’t widespread
enough to enact any meaningful change in the policy makers’ decisions. Arguments
against standardized testing have been numerous, yet the amount of testing and
accountability continues to increase. This can be attributed to the SSAB found in policy
makers.
Although Longino’s theory isn’t currently being utilized, if it were, one can see
how this could improve the education system for all stakeholders. The first thing that
needs to be done is remove the emphasis of the evaluative nature of standardized tests.
This is in line with the complaints from educators and demonstrates Longino’s
requirement that the decisions about education be open to transformative critique. If
standardized tests are included at all, they should be used merely as an assessment for the
teachers’ and schools’ use in order to target areas where their students need improvement.
This practice should not include any kind of punishment for teachers, rather they should
work in groups of teachers from the school to brainstorm and work to implement better
teaching practices. If teachers participate in the development of teaching and learning
practices and the evaluation thereof, it is not (as) possible for them to externalize the
results of student performance. That is, it minimizes the opportunity to evoke the SSAB.
Standardized testing could even be completely eliminated in favor of a localized
assessment plan where the educators within the school districts determine how to assess
their students’ learning and then from that assessment data, develop and implement an
improved approach to target those areas which need improving. This local approach
would allow educators to focus on the needs of the students within their schools without
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requiring that these students fit into a generic model of what a student their age should
be. Those children who live in poverty need different things than those students who live
in wealth and a localized assessment and improvement model would allow for this to be
taken into account. This model would provide a way to monitor the SSAB in teachers
with regard to lesson design.
If everyone adhered to a standard of social objectivity in decisions about
education, many of the problems in the teaching and learning environment would be
solved, or at least improved. With communities of practice, teachers would recognize
when their SSAB is getting in the way of improvement of their pedagogy, since they
would have a community who is working together to recognize actual reasons for student
failure. Teachers working in this manner might also be able to recognize the SSAB in
students and then they could work together to implement appropriately targeted guided
reflections to help their students learn despite their bias. This collaborative endeavor
would prove beneficial for test creators (should we keep standardized tests around)
because their implicit biases would be easier to take notice of and change their approach
to the creation of test questions. Finally, policy makers, if they listen to those who are in
the classroom every day, would be able to implement policies which would actually
improve the schools in the country like they claim that standardized tests mixed with
intense accountability, would do. Obviously implementing Longino’s standards of
objectivity would minimize only some of the current problems with the educational
system, but I think that we should start there.
Conclusion
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This paper argued that the Self-Serving Attributional Bias (SSAB) negatively
impacts the teaching and learning environment and it offered a variety of solutions to the
problems associated with it. In Part 1, I argued that there is a conflict between the SSAB
and good learning since the SSAB might prevent students from recognizing the parts of
their failures within their control. In order to help students learn despite this bias, I
suggested that teachers could provide students with appropriately targeted guided
reflections which might help students recognize and overcome their biased reasoning.
Part 2 had a similar theme as Part 1, but it addressed how the SSAB might appear in good
teaching practices such as Closing the Loop. When students fail to learn what they were
supposed to from a learning activity, due to the SSAB teachers might fail to recognize
their responsibility to fix the broken learning activity. I suggested that in order to monitor
this bias, teachers should be educated about it, but I also suggested that self-monitoring
would likely fail for a multitude of reasons so what is needed is external structures that
will help monitor biased reasoning.
In Part 3, I explored the potential of using standardized testing as a controlled
failure learning experience for teachers, but concluded that this would be
counterproductive due to the negative effects that standardized testing is currently having
on the teaching and learning environment. In Part 4, I suggested that the best structure for
reducing the impact of the SSAB on the teaching and learning environment is to utilize a
localized model of assessment where teachers are provided with relevant conversations
with seasoned educators in similar situations as them which would help to monitor the
SSAB in them and also help them determine appropriate teaching practices to help their
students avoid their own SSAB.
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Although this paper focused specifically on the effects of the Self-Serving
Attributional Bias on student learning and how Longino’s theory of objectivity could help
reduce it, I’m suspicious that Longino’s criteria could further improve the teaching and
learning environment. In future research, it would be interesting to explore other biases
that occur in education and how a “Longino Style” solution could mitigate these biases as
well. Further, it would be interesting to do actual studies where Longino’s theory were
put into practice and see what would occur. If standardized testing were reduced to
merely an assessment tool rather than an evaluative metric, and schools and districts
implemented their own, localized model of assessment, it would be interesting to explore
what would happen. Not only could biases be reduced, but other problems in the teaching
and learning environment might be reduced or solved as well. This paper is just the first
step in a multistep process towards improving education, but I think that by utilizing
Longino’s model, the teaching and learning environment in K-12 schools would be
changed for the better.
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